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Émile Allais was born in the French Alps in
1912 bearing a name full of destiny. Emile
means eager ; Allais means went (a partici-
ple of the verb aller, to  go). Émile certainly
went eagerly down slopes to international
fame and fortune.  

Allais’ main claims to fame were his 1937b
triple gold in the FIS World Cup, and his two
books on direct-to-parallel ski technique. He
amply deserved his fame and fortune. He
was a ski prodigy. His racing ski technique
completely outclassed the competition. The
others were held back by outdated tech-
niques developed for outdated equipment.
Emile, on the other hand, improved his own
equipment, and compounded that audacity
by developing a modern technique to take
advantage of it - and seconds off his time.
His first book, “Ski Francais,” 1937, was the
first to describe and illustrate a “parallel-
from-the-start” ski technique. “The French
Method,” 1949, published in America, ex-
panded on that theme and was a technical
and artistic triumph. In an innovative
approach, a series of stop-action photos,
using solarisation and negative / positives
for dramatic effect, revealed Allais’ elegant
parallel  approach in all its intricacy – and 
simplicity.

Ski historian Arnold Lunn, writing in the
1937 British Ski Year Book, wrote of Allais’
triumph in the slalom in Chamonix : “Allais
starts and sound is born. Below, we can
hardly see him on the top slope, but a ripple
of bravos follows him down the first tra-
verse, and here he comes swinging with that
easy grace and assurance which is the
reward of persistent and conscientious prac-
tice.  The bravos became a roar as he cros-
sed the finish line, in first place. Emile still
had to make a second run—he could still
lose the world title. He had to weigh the ad-
vantages of a conservative vs. all-out run...

The French, in spite of Verdun, are deemed
more effective in attack than in defense ...
Like a charge  of French cavalry, [Allais]
sweeps down the course and, before his
time is chalked on the blackboard, we know
France has won ... A few minutes later, Allais
learns that he has…won the Slalom by half a
second and established a record, the first
man to win both FIS downhill races in a sin-
gle match... Bravo Allais! Bravo France! 

Two individual golds, and a third gold for the
Worl Championship Combined.”  

The smooth and balanced ski styles of yes-
teryear were the result of a compensation
for the limitations of the equipment of the
time. The support and edge given by
today’s advanced equipment allows other-
wise poor athletes to venture onto slopes
beyond their real competence. Furthermore,
too much skiing today is attempted with too
little instruction and is hazardous to the
health – of others, if not the skier herself.
Emile Allais was an innovator. He had all tra-
dition behind him, and it was attempting to
come around in front of him and encircle
him.  He decided to o’er-leap it and start out
on a new tack – or traverse. Tradition (the
Arlberg and Telemark schools)  said : “ap-
proach a turn and then spread the tails of
your skis into a triangular platform for bal-
ance. Then sort-of steer yourself around –
slowly.  Allais (eagerly went, remember) was
all for speed. He approached the turn with
skis parallel,  and then winding up, and with
a sort-of slight-of-foot, he unweighted his
tails briefly and, in one fell swoop, swung
them around –  parallel – in the other direc-
tion! Voila! 

It was skiing prestidigitation (or presti-
peditation) - to most of the world.  But it
worked, and would change skiing forev-
er.  

Allais did not bow to tradition but, rather,
looked for a more elegant expedient to the
challenge of the age – how to  turn long,
straight sticks – and found it!  It helped also
that he refused to stay with the old tried-and-
true arrangement of equipment.  Most bind-
ings, up to that point, had relatively free
heels. That is, the boot was held fixedly to
the ski at the toe alone. The heel of the boot
was allowed to rise to accommodate cross-
country ski hikes and the Telemark - and
also, somewhat, the  Arlberg - skier to steer
his turn. Allais’ innovation was to bore a slot
through the middle  of the ski, crosswise
under the heel, where it wouldn’t weaken
the structure, and thread a leather thong
though it. He then proceeded to anchor
down the heel of his boot – and certain 
victory. The future had arrived!
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A small boy with gold-
en hair, clear blue eyes
and red cheeks is on a

sled going faster and
faster down a moun-

tainside in the village
of  Megève, France. He
narrowly misses trees
and rocks. He smiles ;

he is happy.  Twenty
years later, Émile

Allais, the boy with the
startling blue eyes, skis

down a mountainside
in Chamonix, France, to
a triple World Cup vic-

tory. He narrowly miss-
es trees and rocks. He

smiles ; he is happy.    


